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SCHEDULE 4

Additional Contributions for past period

Part I
Method A

1.—(1)  In this Part—
“the contribution period” means the period specified under regulation C3(9)(c).
“the past period” means the period specified under regulation C3(9)(a);
“the principal election” means the election made under regulation C3(2);

(2)  Any reference in this Part, in relation to a person who has spent any part of the contribution
period in part-time employment, to a period which a person is entitled to count as reckonable service
arising from the contribution period is a reference to a period calculated by applying the formula in
regulation D1(2) to the contribution period.

(3)  During any period for which a person is paying additional contributions for a current period
under regulation C6 or C7, for the purposes of this Part—

(a) he shall be treated as being in full-time pensionable employment; and
(b) his contributable salary is the notional salary described in regulation C6(7) or, as the case

may be, regulation C7(4).

2.—(1)  contribution period shall be one of not less than one year, and begins on the first day of
the month following the expiry of a period of one month from the date of acceptance of the election
by the Department.

(2)  The contribution period and the past period shall be such that
        
where—

A is the rate at which the additional contributions are payable; and
B is the rate at which he pays other contributions under Part C (except any treated for the
purposes of regulation G2 as employer’s contributions) or towards the provision of a pension
otherwise than under these Regulations.

3. Subject to paragraphs 4 and 5, the rate at which the additional contributions are payable is the
percentage ascertained from Table 1 of his contributable salary for the time being.

TABLE 1

Payment
period
(in
years)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101112131415161718192021222324252627282930313233343536373839404142434445

AgePayment percentage for each extra year bought in
2019.649.876.614.953.943.272.782.422.141.911.721.571.441.331.231.151.081.020.960.910.870.830.790.760.730.700.680.660.640.620.600.580.560.550.540.520.510.500.490.480.480.470.460.46

2119.829.966.614.933.923.242.762.402.121.891.701.551.421.311.221.141.071.010.960.910.870.830.790.760.730.700.680.660.640.620.600.580.570.550.540.530.510.500.500.490.480.480.47

2220.039.936.564.883.883.212.732.372.091.861.681.531.411.301.211.131.071.010.950.910.860.820.790.760.730.700.680.660.640.620.600.580.570.550.540.530.520.510.500.490.490.48
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Payment
period
(in
years)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101112131415161718192021222324252627282930313233343536373839404142434445

AgePayment percentage for each extra year bought in
2319.689.766.454.813.823.162.692.332.061.841.661.511.391.291.201.131.061.000.950.900.860.820.790.760.730.700.680.660.640.620.600.580.570.560.540.530.520.510.510.500.49

2419.349.606.364.743.763.112.642.292.021.811.641.501.381.281.191.121.051.000.940.900.860.820.790.760.730.700.680.660.640.620.600.590.570.560.550.540.530.520.510.51

2519.069.476.274.673.703.062.602.262.001.791.621.491.371.271.191.111.050.990.940.900.860.820.790.760.730.700.680.660.640.620.600.590.570.560.550.540.530.530.52

2618.809.346.184.593.643.012.562.231.981.781.611.481.361.271.181.111.050.990.940.900.860.820.790.760.730.700.680.660.640.620.610.590.580.570.560.550.540.53

2718.569.196.084.523.592.972.532.211.961.761.601.471.361.261.181.111.050.990.940.900.860.820.790.760.730.710.680.660.640.630.610.600.580.570.570.560.55

2818.219.035.974.443.532.932.512.191.951.751.591.461.351.261.181.111.050.990.940.900.860.820.790.760.730.710.690.670.650.630.620.600.590.580.570.57

2917.888.875.874.383.492.902.492.181.941.741.591.461.351.261.181.111.050.990.940.900.860.830.790.770.740.710.690.670.650.640.620.610.600.590.58

3017.608.745.794.333.462.892.482.171.931.741.591.461.351.261.181.111.051.000.950.900.870.830.800.770.740.720.700.680.660.650.630.620.610.60

3117.348.625.744.313.452.882.472.171.931.741.591.461.361.261.181.121.051.000.950.910.870.840.800.780.750.730.700.680.670.660.640.630.62

3217.148.585.734.313.462.882.472.171.941.751.601.471.361.271.191.121.061.010.960.920.880.840.810.780.760.730.710.700.680.670.660.65

3317.148.585.734.313.462.892.482.181.951.761.611.481.371.281.201.131.071.010.970.920.880.850.820.790.770.740.720.710.700.680.67

3417.168.605.754.323.472.902.502.191.961.771.611.491.381.291.211.141.081.020.970.930.890.860.830.800.770.750.740.720.710.70

3517.218.635.764.343.482.912.512.201.971.781.621.501.391.301.221.151.081.030.980.940.900.870.840.810.790.770.750.740.72

3617.268.655.794.363.502.932.522.221.981.791.641.511.401.311.231.161.091.040.990.950.910.880.850.820.800.790.770.75

3717.298.695.824.383.522.952.542.231.991.801.651.521.411.321.241.171.101.051.000.960.920.890.860.840.820.800.79

3817.408.745.854.413.542.972.552.252.011.821.661.531.421.331.251.181.121.061.020.970.940.910.880.860.840.82

3917.518.805.894.443.572.992.572.262.021.831.671.541.431.341.261.191.131.071.030.990.950.930.900.880.86

4017.628.855.924.463.593.012.592.282.041.841.691.561.451.351.271.201.141.091.041.000.980.950.930.90

4117.728.895.954.493.613.032.612.292.051.861.701.571.461.371.291.221.161.101.061.031.000.970.95

4217.778.935.994.523.633.042.622.312.071.871.711.581.471.381.301.231.171.121.091.061.031.00

4317.868.986.024.553.663.062.642.332.081.891.731.601.491.401.321.251.191.151.121.081.05

4417.959.036.064.573.673.082.662.342.101.901.741.611.501.411.331.271.231.181.141.11

4518.049.086.084.583.693.092.672.362.111.921.761.631.521.431.361.311.261.211.17

4618.139.096.094.603.703.112.692.372.131.931.781.651.541.461.401.341.291.24

4718.079.096.104.613.723.122.702.392.141.951.791.661.571.501.431.381.32

4818.089.106.124.633.733.142.722.402.161.971.811.701.611.541.471.41

4918.089.116.134.643.743.152.732.422.181.981.851.751.661.581.51

5018.089.126.134.653.763.172.752.432.192.021.901.801.701.62

5118.579.376.304.773.863.252.822.502.252.081.951.841.74

5219.079.626.474.903.973.342.902.572.312.131.991.87

5319.649.916.675.054.093.442.992.652.382.192.04

5420.2510.226.885.214.223.553.082.732.452.25
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Payment
period
(in
years)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101112131415161718192021222324252627282930313233343536373839404142434445

AgePayment percentage for each extra year bought in
5520.8810.547.105.384.353.673.182.812.53

5621.5610.897.335.564.503.793.282.91

5722.3011.267.595.754.653.923.40

5823.1011.677.865.964.824.06

5923.9812.128.176.195.01

6025.0012.648.526.46

6124.5612.428.37

6224.1212.19

6323.66

4.—(1)  At any time during the contribution period the person may, subject to paragraph 2, by
giving written notice to the Department elect to shorten it or, if he has already made one or more
such elections, to shorten it further.

(2)  An election under this paragraph—
(a) has effect only if the Department notifies the person in writing that it has been accepted;

and
(b) on acceptance, has effect as from the first day of the month following the date of its

acceptance by the Department (“the effective date”).
(3)  From the effective date Table 1 in paragraph 3 applies with the substitution—

(a) for the person’s age at the date of the principal election, of his age at the date when notice
of the election under this paragraph was given;

(b) for the number of years in the contribution period, of the number of years after the effective
date in the shortened period; and

(c) for the number of years in the past period, there shall be substituted that number multiplied
by

            
where—

C is the number of years in the past period;
D is the number of years in the contribution period up to the effective date; and
E is the number of years in the contribution period.

5.—(1)  At any time during the contribution period the person may by giving written notice to
the Department elect to reduce the rate at which the additional contributions are payable.

(2)  An election under this paragraph shall specify whether the reduced rate is to be paid—
(a) in respect of the balance of the contribution period, specified in the principal election, after

the election under this paragraph has effect in accordance with sub-paragraph (3); or
3
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(b) for a particular period, specified in the election, extending beyond the contribution period
during which additional contributions were to be paid in respect of the past period specified
in the principal election.

(3)  An election under this paragraph—
(a) has effect only if the Department notifies the person in writing that it has been accepted;

and
(b) on acceptance, has effect as from the first day of the month following the date of its

acceptance by the Department.
(4)  Calculations relating to any change in the amount of reckonable service to which the person

will become entitled, or to any change in the contribution period, resulting from an election under
the paragraph shall be made on an actuarial basis.

6.—(1)  Where—
(a) the person is in pensionable employment at the end of the contribution period;
(b) the principal election has not ceased to have effect under paragraph 7; and
(c) at any time during the contribution period the person has been in part-time pensionable

employment,
he may at any time before he becomes entitled to payment of retirement benefits by giving
written notice to the Department elect to make an additional lump sum contribution determined in
accordance with sub-paragraph (2) (so that paragraph 2 of Schedule 7 shall apply).

(2)  The additional lump sum contribution referred to in this paragraph is such sum as would be
payable under Part II in order to count as reckonable service a period equivalent to the difference
between the length of reckonable service arising from the contribution period and the length of such
service if the person had been in full-time employment throughout the contribution period.

7.—(1)  Subject to sub-paragraph (2), if the person—
(a) before the end of the contribution period ceases to be in pensionable employment; and
(b) does not again enter pensionable employment within one month and before becoming

entitled to retirement benefits,
the principal election ceases to have effect.

(2)  Unless he receives a refund of contributions under regulation C9, he may—
(a) if he became entitled to payment of retirement benefits on ceasing to hold his employment,

on or after applying for them and before receiving a retirement lump sum; or
(b) in any other case, within 3 months after the end of his employment,

by giving written notice to the Department make an election under paragraph 8 or 9.
(3)  If the payment referred to in paragraph 8, or, as the case may be, paragraph 9 is not made

within the period allowed in sub-paragraph (2) the election shall cease to have effect.

8.—(1)  An election under this paragraph may be made when the person has been in full-time
pensionable employment throughout the contribution period.

(2)  An election under this paragraph is an election to complete the payment of additional
contributions (so that paragraph 2 of Schedule 7 shall apply) by making a lump sum payment which
shall be determined in accordance with sub-paragraph (3), (4) or (6) as the case may be.

(3)  Where he had not attained the age of 60 when he ceased to hold his employment, the amount
of the payment is, subject to sub-paragraph (4) and to paragraph 3 of Schedule 3, the actuarial
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equivalent, when the employment ended, of the additional contributions that would have been
payable for the remainder of the contribution period.

(4)  Subject to sub-paragraph (5) where—
(a) when the person ceased to hold his employment he had become incapacitated and had not

attained the age of 60; and
(b) he would have attained that age before the end of the contribution period,

the amount of the payment is, subject to paragraph 3 of Schedule 3, the actuarial equivalent, when the
employment ended, of the additional contributions that would have been payable after he attained
that age.

(5)  Sub-paragraph (4) does not apply in a case where the declaration required by regulation C3(9)
(d) was not made in good faith.

(6)  Where the person had attained the age of 60 when he ceased to hold his employment, the
amount of the payment is, subject to paragraph 3 of Schedule 3,
        
where—

E is the amount of the additional contributions for one year at the rate at which they were last
payable; and
F is the multiplier ascertained from, or where the remainder of the contribution period is not
an exact number of years, by extrapolation from Table 2.

TABLE 2

Years remaining in contribution period Multiplier
1 0.989

2 1.956

3 2.902

4 3.827

5 4.732

6 5.617

7 6.482

8 7.328

9 8.156

10 8.965

9.—(1)  An election under this paragraph may be made where the person has been in part-time
pensionable employment at any time during the contribution period.

(2)  An election under this paragraph may be either—
(a) an election to make a payment such that the person will be entitled to count as reckonable

service the number of years which he would have been entitled to count if he had
been in full-time pensionable employment throughout such of the contribution period as
had elapsed before he ceased to be in pensionable employment (so that paragraph 3 of
Schedule 7 will apply accordingly);
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(b) an election to complete payment of additional contributions as if he had been in full-
time pensionable employment from the date on which he ceased to be in pensionable
employment to the end of the contribution period (so that paragraph 3 of Schedule 7 will
apply accordingly); or

(c) an election to complete payment of additional contributions as if he had been in full-
time pensionable employment throughout the contribution period (so that paragraph 2 of
Schedule 7 will apply accordingly),

in each case by making a lump sum payment.
(3)  Where the election is made under sub-paragraph (2)(a) the amount of the lump sum payment

shall be such amount as would be payable under Part II in order to count as reckonable service the
difference between the length of reckonable service arising from such of the contribution period as
had elapsed before the person ceased to be in pensionable employment and the length of such service
if the person had been in full-time pensionable employment throughout that period.

(4)  Where an election is made under sub-paragraph (2)(b) the amount of the lump sum payment
is one of the following amounts as appropriate—

(a) the amount referred to in paragraph 8(3) on the assumption that the person would have
been in full-time pensionable employment for the remainder of the contribution period;

(b) the amount referred to in paragraph 8(4) on the assumption that the person would have
been in full-time employment during such part of the contribution period as would have
fallen after he attained the age of 60; or

(c) the amount referred to in paragraph 8(6) modified (in a case where the person was
employed part-time immediately before he ceased to be in pensionable employment) such
that in place of the definition of E there is substituted the following definition—

“E is the amount of the additional contributions for one year at the rate at which they
would have been last payable on the assumption that the person would have been
in full-time employment”.

(5)  Where an election is made under sub-paragraph (2)(c) the amount of the lump sum payment
is the aggregate of the amounts referred to in sub-paragraphs (3) and (4).

(6)  An election under this paragraph shall state whether it is an election under head (a), under
head (b) or under head (c) of sub-paragraph (2).

10. Where paragraph 7 has become applicable and the person is entitled to a retirement lump sum
which is smaller than the payment he could elect to make under that paragraph, he may instead elect,
in the same way and during the same period, to make a payment under this paragraph of a lump sum
equal to the retirement lump sum (so that paragraph 7 of Schedule 7 will apply accordingly).

11. Any retirement lump sum to which the person is entitled may, subject to paragraph 12(2)(d),
be set off in whole or part against any payment to be made under paragraph 8, 9 or 10.

12.—(1)  This paragraph applies—
(a) where paragraph 7 has become applicable because the person died while in pensionable

employment; or
(b) where he dies within 3 months after ceasing to be in pensionable employment without

having made an election under paragraph 8 or 9,
and another person (“the pensioner”) is entitled under regulation E26 to a long-term pension in
respect of him.

(2)  Where this paragraph applies—
(a) the person shall be treated as having ceased to hold the employment when incapacitated;
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(b) any election that could have been made under paragraph 8 or 9 may, within 3 months after
the death, be made by the pensioner, or in the case of a child by a person acting on his
behalf;

(c) if any payment due by virtue of such an election is not made within 3 months after the
death the election ceased to have effect; and

(d) a terminal sum may be set off against such a payment only to the extent that the person
entitled to it consents.
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